
Unlock Success: A Blueprint to Revive Your Failing Project!

You started with the best of intentions. But somewhere along the way, 
things began falling apart. You lost focus, missed significant milestones, and 
eventually, things got horribly off track. 

Does that mean there's no hope for your project?
Of course not!

Presenting "Rescue Your Late Project" By Mark J Woeppel!

This game-changing project management planning book will help you unlock 
the key to the recovery of a failing project, ensuring all this effort is not lost. 

Packed with valuable information and actionable advice, this project recovery 
book will guide you through this challenging time, helping you avoid as many 
costly mistakes and mishaps as possible. 

From regaining your project control and managing your priorities to resetting 
your expectations and building a collaboration process, the author offers 
insightful information that will help you get things moving forward in the 
right direction. 

MARK WOEPPEL is a management consultant working to improve 
operations performance in project management and processes. He 
frequently writes on the subject of execution performance, having 
written three books and many other publications. With extensive 
experience in oil & gas, consumer products, IT, many manufacturing 
industries, Mark is a highly sought after subject matter expert in 

eCommerce Branding, project management, operations management, performance 
management, and continuous improvement. 
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Surveys of thousands of project managers and owners worldwide 
confirm our experience - that projects are rarely delivered on 
time or within budget� Typically, managers discover the project 
is going to be late in the final stages of the project� You don’t see 
it coming until it’s too late� everything was “green” until it wasn’t� 
all parts of the project were close to being on time� Until 
suddenly, they weren’t� If you had known earlier, you could have 
made more straightforward changes that 
wouldn’t be as costly and damaging as 
your choices now�

That light at the end of the 
tunnel? It’s definitely a 
train� So what to do?

Most managers assume 
that late projects are the 
result of poor planning� 
If we had planned better, 
we would have finished on time! 
There is some truth to that; there are good and 
bad planning techniques, but it’s not the only component to 
delivering on time�

To recover the project, you must be nimble during execution� If 
you’re not, your excellent plan will not matter� and when your 
project is running late, making a new plan won’t help you catch 
up�

You must take a two-pronged approach� First, stop losing time 
by focusing on your project delivery processes for the work 
before you� after you’ve conquered that, you can analyze the 
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work coming at you� In a sense, you are working to gain control 
of time� The top priority is getting a firm grip on the activity 
and risks1 you’re facing now and tomorrow, which will give you 
room to work on risks affecting next week and next month�

Project Recovery
The recovery plan has two objectives: one, to stop losing time, 
and two, to regain lost time� They have different teams and work 
on different time frames� To prevent losing time, focus on the 
near term (days and weeks)� Work on the medium to long-term 
(weeks to months) to regain time�

To stop losing time, you must get a handle on short-term risks to 
eliminate progress-stopping surprises� Resolving short-term risk 
is a day-to-day activity� To recover time, you must systematically 
reduce medium to long-term risk� This, too, is a daily activity, a 
process�

The goal for your recovery strategy is to have a reliable and 
credible plan and process that will deliver the project outcomes 
at a specific date� The “deliverables” of the recovery strategy are a 
well-defined project delivery system, a realistic plan, and a team 
that can reliably execute� a system of project management that 
closes the loop between the project plan and the delivery process 
to achieve the project objectives�

1 The PMBOk® makes a distinction between issues and risks� Issues are things 
that have happened, risks are things that might happen� In this book, I don’t 
make that distinction� Issues create risks that must be acted upon, so I’m using 
the terms synonymously�
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Stop Losing Time
One of the biggest challenges in a late project is to stop falling 
further behind; this is your first step -to stop the bleeding� 
Instead of re-baselining the project plan, focus on the execution 
process first� Preventing things from worsening has little to do 
with the project plan; the fact that the project is late tells you that 
no one’s using it�

Your first objective is to get control of the work before you� 
‘Control’ means you can reliably predict what work will be 
accomplished, who will do it, and when it will be complete� 
To achieve control, change the team dynamics and build a 
disciplined collaboration process�

Reset Project Expectations

Projects typically go off the rails in the later stages of the plan� 
Late-stage emergencies make sense, as there is often plenty 
of time to overcome early delays� However, the late stage also 
means that the team and stakeholders gained new knowledge 
in the earlier stages� New information often reshapes project 
requirements� Before proceeding with the project management 
tasks, ensure your team works towards the proper aims� Reset 
the project success factors� What does ‘done’ look like? How will 
the project be governed?

Define or redefine the mission with the project sponsor, customer, 
and owner� When the project is late, tensions run high, people 
are on the defensive, customers are angry, and team morale is 
low� Therefore, having a sponsor or steering committee with the 
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appropriate level of seniority sends an unmistakable message to 
all stakeholders that this work is of the utmost importance�

Governance is about decision rights; who gets to make decisions? 
Who is accountable for what outcomes? When must decisions 
be escalated to higher levels of management?

Revisit the governance structure to answer these questions:

• How will we measure project delivery performance? 
Who will measure and report it?

• Who decides on project changes? What is the process?
• Which parts of the project or departmental functions 

receive help?
• When should leaders intervene?

There can be no ambiguity of authority and accountability� If 
your project is in trouble, review your project charter and, if 
necessary, rewrite it�

Regaining Control

There are five steps to regaining control of near-term risks� Your 
goal is to achieve the Basic Collaboration level of maturity using 
the Project execution Maturity Model�

1� Get your team looking and working out in front of any 
problems�

2� One team, one goal to speed up decision-making�
3� Task priorities are stable; they do not change daily, so 

resources can work on each project task until they are 
fully complete�

https://projectsinlesstime.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/WhyProjectsareSuceedorFail-PEMM.pdf
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4� Increase the rate of completion by systematically 
leveraging the bottleneck of the project�

5� Quicken the execution tempo to resolve risk quickly�

Once you have accomplished these things, you can focus on 
future risks to regain time� That starts with how well your team 
manages and delivers the work before them�

Visualize the Project

The team must see what’s coming to handle what’s coming� Present 
your project visually – so your team can quickly communicate 
and grasp the project status� a visual representation of the project 
helps your team see where they are, where they’re going, and the 
obstacles to moving the project forward� Making your project 
or portfolio process visual prevents information overload while 
exposing previously hidden problems�

The visual project board (VPB) is not a substitute for the project 
plan; it’s a summary outlining its decision steps or significant 
milestones:

• What does ‘done’ look like? Clearly defined deliverables�
• What is the path to ‘done? Defined decision steps or 

stage gates�
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• Who is responsible for accomplishing the work? 
accountability by name�

The VPB eliminates the debate about the status of the work so 
the team can move into action� It provides tangible feedback that 
everyone can see and understand� It saves time� Team members 
can see the focus areas if there’s a bottleneck or blockage� 
The problems are visible - no longer hidden� It eliminates the 
meetings about completed work, forcing the team effort into 
action, and helping them to get out of the weeds and into the 
most critical issues that block progress�
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Build a Collaboration Process

a significant reason projects become late is that the team does 
not understand the behaviors and processes that are needed 
to manage the project delivery systematically� Typically, what 
passes for a delivery process is merely a series of emails, status 
meetings, and negotiations� There is no agreement on HOW the 
plan will be carried out, just a bunch of meetings and badgering 
to meet deadlines� Meetings are not a substitute for a process� 
What’s needed is a formal practice that eliminates uncertainty 
and reduces schedule risk�

This collaboration process manages work within windows 
of time: now, near-term, later, and long-term; it defines the 
methods and actions to eliminate schedule risks�

First, the information that the team uses must be accurate and 
unambiguous� There can be no disagreement about the project’s 
status; its progress and condition must be transparent� There can 
be no wasting time wondering which team member has the ball; 
team member’s roles and accountabilities must be clear�

The VPB is your view of the field of play; each player must have 
their area to manage� Collaboration is not an accident; it requires 
leadership and structure� Like in any collaborative activity 
(even a game of Monopoly), you must have the rules and roles 
spelled out� To create a collaborative team, you must create an 
atmosphere of trust and accountability�
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The objectives for collaboration are:

Team productivity – they should be working on only the most 
critical issues� So, your project meetings must be short, focused, 
and action-oriented�

Speed – The team should be answering the question, “What do 
we need to do now to make progress?”

Accountability – Direct the right people - regarding 
responsibility, authority, or ability to take the appropriate action�

Transparency – there should never be a question of where the 
project is relative to its completion and who controls that status� 
Transparency is the primary purpose of your VPB�
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Don’t make your process complicated; make it simple� Start with 
these rules:

• Meet face to face for 30 minutes at least once a week, 
standing up� Face-to-face for accountability, weekly, to 
set your execution tempo, and standing up to keep the 
meeting short� In the kanban method, these are called 
stand-up meetings�

• During stand-up meetings, focus on what is to be 
done, not what has been done� History is for analysis, 
not collaborative execution� Push those issues and 
comments offline, separate from the collaboration 
meeting�

• Don’t wait for answers from your teammates� establish 
a maximum 24-hour response time for all inquiries�

• every task has a deliverable owned by a person (not a 
function or department)� answer the question of who 
has the hand-off from one task to another�

• Decide who gets to change the project and under what 
conditions�

• Who sets the work priorities? Ideally, the project 
delivery date will determine when work gets done, but 
there is always new work, changes, and other projects, 
contending with the available resources�

• What happens if team members disagree on a course of 
action? There must be a clear escalation and resolution 
process in place�
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In the stand-up meetings, you will not:

• Blame someone or some organization for errors or 
delay

• ask for task progress� Instead, you’ll ask for time 
remaining until completion�

• analyze problems

Following these simple guidelines will transform your teams� 
You find that:

• People communicate regularly as part of their 
work process� They are not just having coffee but 
having purposeful discussions about the work to be 
accomplished�

• Teams focus on action to move the project forward, 
not on analyzing missed commitments�
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• You will find that the team is engaged in solving 
problems� When problems arise, the entire team will 
pitch in to overcome them�

• There are no “heroes”, and you don’t need them to save 
your project�

You can find some details on simplifying and building your 
collaboration process here�

Focus on the Future

Most people think that when a project is late, it is because the 
project schedule is defective - this is partially true, but it’s not 
the main reason; all plans are inaccurate to some degree� Before 
you fix your plan, ensure your team can focus on the future and 
consistently execute any plan with a theory and process that 
delivers consistent results�

Focusing on the future has three behavioral elements:

• Identification of risks (uncertainty)
• Mitigation or elimination of those risks
• Quick Response

The objectives of this part of the collaboration process are:

• Risks do not delay the project (within limits because 
risk mitigation is not free)

• Risks do not increase costs
• Risks do not sacrifice project deliverables�
• The frequency of decision delay is minimized�

https://projectsinlesstime.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Simplify-Your-Project-new-v2.pdf
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You can measure your team’s future focus when the project 
is visualized and broken down into deliverables� Measuring 
the correct behavior builds accountability and reinforces the 
activities that lead to rapid project completion� Counting the 
frequency of the risks that never become blockages will tell you 
if the team focuses on the future� Calculating the duration of 
active risks will communicate how quickly the team responds�

On the VPB, tag blocked tasks with a red dot note and tag 
potential blockages with yellow dot notes�

Count the yellow and red dots and convert them to a trend chart�
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Proactively identifying risks is measured by the number of 
yellow dots per week versus the number of red dots� If people 
systematically identify risks, the quantity of yellow dots will rise 
or stabilize, and red dots will decline or stabilize� Managing your 
project team’s ability to focus on the future is as simple as that�

The single most significant time element in project delivery 
is wait time� To stop losing time, you must eliminate delays in 
decision-making, approvals, and resource allocation� To measure 
promptness, we quantify the duration of a dot� We want a quick 
response to any risks that may stop project progress�
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Reinforcing future-oriented behavior will transform your team’s 
dynamic� Rather than excuses, they’ll bring solutions� Rather 
than surprises, you’ll find alternatives: fewer obstacles and faster 
progress� You’ll stop losing time because your team is looking 
ahead� They’re systematically solving problems before they 
affect the progress of the project� That’s what you want!

One Team, One Goal

another source of delay comes from the nature of complex 
organizations� In matrix organizations, the project manager 
typically lacks the authority to direct resources or make technical 
decisions� She can ask for resources but typically can’t allocate 
specific individuals or suppliers to tasks� They report to someone 
in a different organization with the authority and accountability 
for resource performance� asking leaders for help may not get 
the quick response that the late project requires� These people 
may not have the sole objective of completing the late project� 
Their departmental metrics could be out of line with the project’s 
goal, i�e�, the lowest cost versus the fastest delivery�
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Ideally, project team members should have a common goal and 
the ability to reconcile their individual or functional objectives to 
the project’s objectives� One solution to resolve this conflict is a 
reorganization, which may be impractical� You may be unable to 
reorganize and assign resources 100% of their time to the project�

Managing Performance

To avoid losing time, the team must minimize or eliminate delays 
in decision-making by minimizing organizational boundary 
friction2� The performance management process aims to get 

2 Organizational friction is the result of misalignment of goals and expectations 
within the organization� The less individuals and teams are aligned to consistent 
goals and objectives and the more they are given autonomy, the greater the 
opportunity for organizational friction�
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quick, positive responses from the departmental team members 
during project delivery�

a scoreboard for the project team goes a long way toward 
aligning the team’s goals and getting the work moving forward� 
The scoreboard measures both the outcomes and the behaviors 
that create them� You can classify the needed behaviors by 
management level�

The critical behaviors to monitor are:

• Move resources to and remain until completion of the 
correct tasks�

• exploit the capacity constraint resource
• Prevent overloading the delivery process with 

unnecessary work
• Quickly respond to risks
• Consistently break bottlenecks
• Identify and resolve risks early
• Do the work right the first time
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Move resources to and remain until completion of the correct 
tasks� Department heads must know the most critical tasks and 
the resources must have everything available to complete them 
without stopping� To facilitate that, they need full kit3 processes 
and task priorities (these come from the stand-up meetings)�

Completion velocity is measured using the Throughput kPI, 
typically a count of completed work packages in each time frame�

3 Full kit is a process that identifies all task inputs, like engineering drawings or 
specifications or components, and a policy that states all inputs must be present 
before work commences� When full kit is done correctly, people avoid having to 
do things like chasing down verifications, collecting additional documentation, 
seeking clarification from supervisors, or collecting more information about the 
customer� Likewise, a good full kit will ensure that people don’t start working on 
incorrect information that will just create rework down the road�
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The Throughput kPI provides an early indication of overall 
performance� If you’re managing a portfolio of projects, 
analyzing trends in throughput by project stage forecasts overall 
throughput, typically measured at stage gates� For example, you 
would count the number of projects finished in the appraisal 
stage, The number of work packages completed in the select 
stage, the number of work packages finished in the define / 
execute stage, and the number of work packages finished with 
the final review stage� If you’re managing a single project, 
measure work package completions from one phase to the next�

Exploit the capacity constraint resource to improve throughput� 
Identify and exploit the capacity constraint to prevent wasting 
the scarcest resource�

Once you have chosen the capacity constraint, count the work 
packages completed per week� The expectation is that the 
quantity trends up� If throughput is below target, refer to the 
other diagnostics to identify the cause of under-performance�
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Prevent overloading the delivery process with unnecessary 
work by limiting the work in progress (WIP)� WIP limits reduce 
the amount of “nearly done” tasks, forcing the team to focus on 
completing a smaller volume of work� Too much work in the 
system increases project lead times� More importantly, WIP 
limits improve the visibility of blockers and bottlenecks� You 
don’t want to clog the works with tasks that do not move the 
project forward� To do this, you’ll implement WIP limit policies 
(displayed on the VPB) and measure compliance�

To maximize flow (and speed) through the system, you must keep 
WIP within an upper and lower boundary: “WIP Target Levels”�

The Diagnostic Metric WIP Target % then will measure if you 
are within your target range�

Consistently break bottlenecks to increase the rate of project 
completion� Focusing on the project bottlenecks increases 
completion velocity and reduces the project completion time� 
Multiple disciplines are required, and inter-departmental 
cooperation is essential�

First, we count the average days in WIP for all work packages by 
project phase� Days in WIP are affected by blockages in the system – 
where work sits longer than it should be according to your planned 
times� Hence, we need a diagnostic metric to track why work is often 
blocked so the organization can focus on the correct problems�

Then, we count the days projects are stuck by workstream, work 
element, and reason to provide an overview of the WIP – where 
are our problems now? It also provides a view of closed work 
blockages (trended) – where have our problems been?
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Eliminate risk as quickly as possible� When risks are identified, 
the functional managers eliminate them immediately to keep 
the project moving�

Measurement period = weekly at the weekend date

• calculate days blocked open�
     For each open red dot, aggregate the total days the 

dots have been open: days blocked open = days 
blocked open + (week ending date - (date red dot 
created))

• calculate days blocked closed�
     For each red dot that was closed this week: days 

blocked closed = days blocked closed + (date red dot 
closed - date red dot created)

Identify and resolve risks early to prevent work stoppages� Train 
the team to look ahead and find potential problems in their own 
and other domains�

For this, measure the number of yellow cards and those that do 
not go red� The idea is to encourage the team to look for risks 
actively and resolve them rapidly once found� additionally, track 
the days to eliminate found risks and blockages�
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Do the work right the first time� Rework is always an unplanned 
activity that robs the project of productivity and time� Capturing 
that loss requires systematic management� Capture how many 
work packages are reworked vs� completed� The metric tells 
you if you’re losing capacity or adding delays due to rework� 
Further, it provides a diagnostic function that identifies process 
problems�
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Scoreboard Summary

Behavior Metric What is Good

Move resources to 
and remain until 
completion of the 
correct tasks�

Quantity of 
tasks completed 
per week

Increasing

Prevent overloading 
the delivery 
process with 
unnecessary work

WIP Target % 
Overall, by work 
element/stage

Not to exceed 
100%

Quickly respond 
to risks
Consistently break 
bottlenecks

Tasks Days in WIP Decreasing
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Behavior Metric What is Good

Blockages by 
function/reason

No department or 
function appears 
as the top cause for 
more than 30 days

exploit the capacity 
constraint resource

Quantity of 
work packages 
completed 
per week�

Increasing

Identify and 
resolve risks early

Quantity of 
yellow cards that 
don’t go red

Increasing or stable

Red cards that 
were never yellow

Decreasing

average days 
to resolve

Decreasing

Do the work right 
the first time

First pass yield Increasing

When there is good alignment, everybody knows what their job 
is� They know what other people are supposed to be doing� The 
project gets the right resources at the right time and gets good 
engagement from the team members� By reducing organizational 
friction, productivity improves; you get the right people working 
on the right obstacle quickly�

Manage Priorities

keeping a consistent priority scheme eliminates the problems 
created by working tasks out of sequence, reducing cascading 
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project delays� Task switching caused by multiple priority signals 
is eliminated, increasing 
resource productivity and 
completion velocity, thus 
reducing project lead times�

Your Priority Control system 
maintains consistent project 
and task priorities throughout all projects and portfolios� It 
aligns local priorities with project goals and commitments that 
unite the efforts of the entire project team� It’s transparent—
everyone objectively understands how priorities are set and 
changed and what the most important thing to do now is�

The priority system need not be complicated; it must only be 
transparent�

To establish your priority control process, 
ask yourself the following questions:

1� What factors determine task priorities: the ultimate 
completion deadline, a significant milestone, 
the important customer, or the highest-ranking 
supervisor? establish a process and a final authority to 
remove ambiguity from priority decisions�

2� What will you use to communicate priority? Is it a 
date? a risk factor? The critical ratio? an objective 
measure normalizes task priorities across the project 
and portfolio�

3� Who controls them? a single point of coordination 
maintains synchronization among the customers and 
other stakeholders, even when priorities must change�
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Don’t ignore reality and its impact on your work priorities; 
recognize that surprises happen; build a mechanism to manage 
change without breaking the project�

Set the Criteria for Priority

• Projects with the highest priority have an arrow sticker 
on the project card�

• The project owner should flag the top three priority 
projects

• Which projects have priority for task completion,
 o Internal resources,
 o external resources

By establishing a transparent, well-governed priority 
management process, you’ll eliminate the single most significant 
cause of multitasking� a robust priority control system will 
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improve team coordination, shorten project duration, improve 
productivity, and reduce costs�

Closely Manage Your Bottleneck Resources

Resources are not infinite; their availability is subject to quantity 
and timing� Your project’s performance is also determined by 
the team members’ relationships with one another� a football 
team is no stronger than its weakest player� Similarly, a project 
is a chain whose strength is determined by its weakest link: the 
Constraint� In the end, the workers at the end of the process can’t 
do any better than those at the beginning; the worst performer 
dictates overall project performance�

Resources are not infinite; their availability is subject to quantity 
and timing� Your project is like a chain, where its weakest link 
determines its performance� Finding and improving that weak 
link is critical to boosting velocity and progress� Generally, there 
is only one� However, when you improve that one, another will 
appear� These bottlenecks help you focus on the few things that 
will make the most significant difference in productivity and 
completion velocity�

If you don’t effectively manage your bottlenecks, they’ll manage 
you� Your teams will be chasing the latest obstacles and reacting 
to problems rather than preventing them� Sometimes, those 
obstacles may be too significant to surmount� You will simply 
run out of time to effectively eliminate them before they affect 
your project�

Typically, identifying the bottleneck is relatively easy—the 
weakest link in the chain is the one that has the most work 
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piled up in front of it (it has much more work than available 
capacity) and, therefore, is the one creating the most schedule 
risk� It’s not necessarily the slowest process, but the one with 
the most workload relative to its available capacity, and thus 
the longest queue of waiting work� So, if you want to improve 
the completion rate, you must find a way to increase the 
productivity of that link� For example, if only four lanes are 
open at the supermarket and each line has ten people in it, the 
market will open more lanes, and suddenly, all the lines will be 
shorter; everyone will move faster because the bottleneck has 
been broken�

The bottleneck will appear as a backlog of work in a process step, 
visible to everyone�
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To manage your bottlenecks effectively, ask the following:

• Why is there so much work waiting at this step? It may 
not be a shortage of resources; maybe work is being 
released early�

• Who’s going to resolve it?

By consistently identifying and breaking bottlenecks, your 
project will continue to roll along, maybe even accelerate� If 
you’ve visualized our project well, you’ll be able to see where 
the bottlenecks are� You’ll reduce your project duration and 
schedule risk� at the same time, you’ll see a boost in your 
delivery reliability and productivity�

These strategies may not be sufficient to bring your project in on 
time, but it will not get later� You’ll have control of the project, 
which will be completed earlier than when you started the rescue 
effort� If your project is in trouble and you have no idea what to 
do, these strategies will point you in the right direction� You’ll 
be able to be more proactive, seeing and preventing stoppages� 
You’ll be able to see the path forward to deliver on time, and 
your team will be moving in that direction� You need a second 
recovery strategy if you still think you’ll be late�

Second Objective: Recover Time

Once you have control of the work before you, you can begin 
to work on influencing the future� Challenge everything in the 
plan, from the deliverables to the risks, to the schedule – no 
policy or decision is sacred� Your goal is to claw back as much 
time as possible, so tear down what has come before and start 
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the project anew, systematically identifying and eliminating 
schedule risk�

Recovery Process Overview

1� Start with the end in mind and clarify the project 
charter

2� Update the work breakdown structure to align with the 
present situation and charter revision(s)

3� Get the work and resources allocated by recalibrating 
the project schedule

4� Revisit and rebuild your risk register�
5� eliminated schedule uncertainty with a robust risk 

management process

assign a person 100% dedicated to running this process – 
someone who can work across functions and up and down the 
chain of command� Your analyst must be knowledgeable about 
your project management software and eRP system� Lastly, you’ll 
need buy-in and cooperation from the local process owners� The 
tempo of this process is weekly�
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Test and Recalibrate the Project Plan

at this stage, you do not have the luxury of taking your time to 
do a full assessment, develop a recovery plan, and re-baseline 
the schedule� Sponsors, clients, customers, and other 
stakeholders will demand immediate results and corrective 
actions� There will be amplified management attention on the 
project from this point forward, so you must conduct testing 
and recalibration as rapidly but as thoroughly as possible� The 
following approach is a game plan to provide a structure that 
delivers results for the recovery project manager and their 
team�

1� Test the Project Plan – assessment
2� Produce an achievable Plan
3� Work the Plan

The assessment has three objectives:

• Defining an accurate status of the project and its 
schedule

• Identifying the significant risks and opportunities for 
the project

• establishing an extended team for the recovery effort

What is the Status of the Project?

Often, a troubled project is drowning in meetings, task 
details, component shortages, hot lists, and a general feeling 
of ‘things are out of control’� You must quickly sort through 
these to arrive at some confidence in understanding the 
state of the project, so start with the visual project board and 
collaboration process; it clarifies the status, puts the team on 
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the same footing, and points everyone in the same direction� 
and you won’t be chasing your tail; the collaboration process 
makes room for recapturing lost time� Go over the basics of 
project planning�

Clarify the Charter, Stakeholders, and Deliverables

Begin with the end in mind� as the project progresses, 
expectations change (scope creep), and understanding of the 
work is clarified, not to mention that the budget has changed� 
Check alignment of purpose� Confirm the project outcomes 
– milestones, deliverables, functions, and dates with the 
sponsors and clients� In many cases, deliverables in the plan 
are out of sequence or have undergone significant changes� 
In large ePCI or eTO-type projects with many internal and 
external (customer and supplier) technical interfaces and 
design review processes, some goals may align with your 
company processes, objectives, and behaviors, and others 
may be misaligned� The governance on these needs to be well 
defined and documented to avoid delays or lack of clarity in 
roles and responsibilities, contractual/commercial matters, or 
technical authority to make decisions� For example, 3rd parties 
may have lump sum contracts or time/material, creating 
different behaviors�

ensure you have the right stakeholders with clear accountability 
for the deliverables� at the very least, you’ll define the customer 
who receives the benefit of the project, the project owner 
responsible for delivering that benefit, the project manager 
responsible for managing the project work, and the resource 
owners accountable for doing the project work�
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Working with the customer and the project owner, restate the 
definition of ‘done’� What physical deliverables and capabilities 
will be evident when the project milestones are delivered? Don’t 
forget the acceptance criteria as well� Who says the milestone is 
complete, and how will it be measured?

Clarify and Correct the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

The WBS is the foundation of the project plan and its 
recovery� Look for agreement with the charter and the project 
deliverables – either too much or insufficient content� explore 
the following:

• Does the WBS lend itself to acceptable project control?
• Does the WBS’ level of decomposition reflect the level of 

management? Is it too detailed or not detailed enough? 
are there varying levels of detail? Ideally, the WBS is 
tailored to the managerial level of people managing the 
work, which could result in multiple work breakdown 
structures for different levels of control�

• Is each work package described as a physical deliverable 
or capability?

• are the critical milestones (like pay points) and stage 
gates clearly defined?

• Does the WBS include all deliverables and capabilities 
to complete the project?
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analyze the Plan

The analysis has two parts: fixing the dates and vetting the 
schedule�

Align the Dates

If you use an eRP system tied to your project planning software, 
there is a substantial risk of working out of sequence� Resources 
and suppliers may complete some tasks too early and others 
too late� With early completions, the earned value metric may 
not match the completion schedule, bloating work in progress 
and creating confusion in work priorities� The project can be 
behind schedule even though the spending shows the project 
to be on track� Late finishing tasks drag the project behind, 
forcing shifting priorities and multitasking, wasting resource 
capacity�
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During project delivery, the customer requirements must be 
transparent; in complex projects, they can get obscured� The 
sales order delivery dates that drive eRP systems often differ 
from the customer’s needs� These dates are important because 
they drive work orders and purchase priorities deep into the 
supply chain� Offsets in the eRP system drive purchase and 
production order delivery dates� In turn, resource allocations 
are based on these dates� Incorrect dates will cause work to be 
done too early, forcing spending out of sync with the project 
needs and diverting resource capacity from the tasks that 
propel the project forward� This mis-synchronization will give 
the impression that the project is exceeding the budget and 
has the potential to clamp down spending on the things where 
spending will make a difference� In any event, it’s a distortion 
that prevents managers from understanding the project’s actual 
status, preventing effective decision-making�

Some believe adjusting the dates in the system to earlier than the 
date the customer needs them will somehow cause the project to 
be delivered early� In truth, the actual dates become known, and 
the team ignores the formal priorities, undermining confidence 
in the schedule and promoting side processes to get the work 
done on time� In short, no one believes the priorities, and the 
project team must resort to meetings and hot lists to hash out 
the most pressing work� Take advantage of the formal system to 
manage priorities�

ensure that the formal planning system dates match the customers’ 
needs� If you need buffers, make them explicit� Question the offsets 
in the bill of material to ensure they are not too conservative and 
are applied consistently throughout the product structure�
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Vet the Schedule

Scrutinizing the schedule will shine a spotlight on future risks 
– those that may lie beyond the reach of your collaboration 
process� Pay attention to the deliverables and milestones in the 
WBS to ensure they agree, then examine the structure of the 
project plan� Test the Integrity of the project schedule using your 
eRP and project management software� Common planning 
mistakes are:

• Varying levels of detail – mixing of high-level and low-
level tasks� Tailor the tasks to the levels described in 
the WBS�

• Missing work – things that were overlooked during the 
initial plan�

• Unnecessary work – things you thought you had to do, 
but for whatever reason, you no longer need�

• Incorrect resource allocations or overloads (dates!)�
• Inflated or understated task duration estimates�
• Incorrect task linkages/dependencies (i�e�, finish to 

finish, start to finish, etc�) – ensure the finish-to-
start linkages align with technical requirements, not 
preferences�

• Orphans - tasks that are not linked to a deliverable or 
successor�

a word here on planning granularity: your project plan at this 
point should be high level, based on the organizational level of 
team members executing the schedule� Sponsors, clients, and 
resource managers seek tasks and deliverables aligned with their 
management authority� each resource manager may have a more 
detailed plan for their area of accountability, but that doesn’t go 
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in the first iteration of the schedule� Let the deliverables in the 
WBS be your guide�

If you’re using conventional software like Microsoft or 
Primavera, Identify the critical path and reconcile resource 
availability (including subcontractors) with the planned dates� 
The preferred method is the Critical Chain planning system 
using software like exepron� The task of re-planning will help 
you reimagine your project schedule and align it with your 
collaboration process to close the loop between planning and 
execution�

Update the Risk Register

The delay in your project is a clear indicator that there’s 
room for improvement in managing uncertainty and risk� 
Fortunately, the PMBOk provides a robust risk assessment 
and management framework, and I trust you’re well-versed in 
its principles� What’s imperative now is to mobilize your team 
swiftly, spearhead a comprehensive update of your risk register, 
and refine your contingency plans� eliminating future risks is 
the path to recapturing lost time and steering your project back 
on track�

https://exepron.com/
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Manage Risks

“Risk Management is how adults manage projects.” - Tim Lister.

The Collaboration process helps you see the risks and obstacles 
that are affecting the work before you; testing the schedule will 
help you see future risks, those that are beyond your collaboration 
process and those that are not on the risk register�

This process is separate from the red and yellow dots 
generated in the collaboration process� The primary outcome 
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of the collaboration process is revealing the uncertainty 
(risks) and obstacles presently affecting your project� The 
risk management process is a weekly cadence integrated with 
your collaboration process to head off and eliminate future 
risk – i�e�, promised delivery dates of suppliers, production 
schedules, story status, or any area where a knowledge gap 
could affect your schedule�

Find the Focus Areas

In your collaboration process, you 
will undoubtedly find blockages 
and risks� These are your top 
priorities, but if you only work 
on these, you’ll never gain time 
on your schedule� You must look 
further out into the future� The 
focus areas could be suppliers, 
engineering, quality assurance, 
anywhere in the delivery process� 
The top focus areas will be driven 
by evaluating each link in the 
completion process - supplier delivery schedules, engineering 
change notices, purchasing, production, construction, etc� If 
you’re building complex structures, you will let the bill of material 
and build plan guide you to the top parts to focus on and resolve 
in a week� In product or software development, you’ll let your 
understanding of features and capabilities guide you�
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Deep Dive

Once you’ve 
identified the focus 
areas, conduct a 
deep analysis to get 
to the specifics of 
risk – what it is and 
who is responsible 
so you can formulate an action plan� The 
specifics are:

• engineering design processes, 
which could involve end users or suppliers

• Part Numbers
• Suppliers
• Contractors
• Department heads / accountable persons

Analyze - Prepare a Response

The analysis stage further evaluates the severity 
and likelihood of risk impact� Prepare an action 
plan to address and reduce the identified risk 
and create alternatives to eliminate it� The 
department manager where the risk is 
found owns this plan, so work with them 
to make the response plan and gain 
commitment to execute� Report the plan 
and its status back to the Visual Project 
Board and the project management 
team�
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Resolve – Act

Implement the plan created in the prior step and follow through�

Report Out - Be Accountable

Be sure to report the results 
of the resolution plan to the 
project team� even if the 
plan was unsuccessful, leave 
no ambiguity about the risk 
status and the next steps, if 
any�
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Integrate the Risk Management Process 
with the Collaboration Process

The collaboration process drives the risk management process� 
Red and yellow dots on the VPB cards raise the visibility of risks 
and focus areas� The project team agrees on the most urgent 
items and sets priorities and accountability for resolution, setting 
priorities for the project manager�
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Take Action
I’ve outlined a two-step process, but ideally, you’ll do both 
methods in parallel with two teams� One team focuses on 
stopping the loss of time, and another on regaining time�
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Results of Recovery
The process outlined here has been tested and proven many 
times� every time, it delivers a reduction in completion time, 
an increase in speed of completion, and a dramatic increase in 
productivity� These results reinforce confidence in the approach 
and the plan�

“…it [the process] fostered better collaboration and visibility 
within the project team.”

Project Manager

“The Project team [has] more visibility and helped make the PPMs 
accountable.”

Portfolio Manager

“The opportunity for us is in the tens of millions of dollars a year 
in additional throughput and efficiency.”

Group Manager

“It is by far the best thing I’ve encountered in my seven years here 
in terms of being able to track, not only individual parts within a 
project, but also those at the macro scale”.

Chief Counsel

“When teams from different disciplines come in and see the same 
thing on the Visual Portfolio Board, you understand immediately 
what needs to be done. This is a big, big advantage.”

Vice President and Project Manager
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Summary
When faced with a project in crisis, the key is decisive action� 
I’ve equipped you with two powerful tools for action: systematic 
collaboration and rigorous risk management� While these 
approaches may not guarantee an immediate turnaround, they 
will unquestionably prevent further delays – you’ll be rescuing 
your project� In moments of uncertainty, these strategies serve as 
a clear guide, steering you in the right direction� By embracing 
these methods, you’ll elevate your strategic thinking, chart 
a course to on-time delivery, and set your team on a decisive 
trajectory toward success�
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Appendix
Why Do Projects Fall Behind?
In the world of projects, you’ll quickly find a universal truth: They 
have a knack for slipping through our fingers, past deadlines and 
budgets like elusive shadows� It’s a tale told across the globe in 
thousands of surveys - a haunting melody of missed deadlines 
and unmet expectations� Rest assured, for within these stories 
lie the secrets to redemption, the telltale signs that can serve as 
your compass to steer projects away from the jagged cliffs of 
disappointment�

Most managers fall into the trap of blaming a subpar schedule for 
the project’s derailment� They lament, “If only we had planned 
better, we’d be right on track!” That’s a persuasive theory, isn’t it? 
Let’s see if the theory holds up to scrutiny�

Projects aren’t neat mathematical equations that unfold 
predictably in spreadsheets� They’re more like weather systems, 
capricious and elusive� Who can truly predict the weather a week 
down the line? Similarly, projects are riddled with uncertainty, 
veiled in the unknown� Uncertainty is woven into the fabric of 
projects – the spice makes them exciting and unpredictable� 
When you embark on a project, you’re stepping into a world of 
challenges you know you’ll encounter, but the full spectrum of 
hurdles remains a mystery� It’s like navigating a maze blindfolded�

Here’s a truth seasoned project managers know: Surprises are 
par for the course� They might be unpleasant guests, but they still 
show up uninvited� That’s why experienced managers develop 
an arsenal of coping strategies: they wrangle for additional 
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resources, camouflage contingency plans, handle stakeholders 
like delicate glass, and master the art of risk management� These 
are undoubtedly handy survival tactics, but they only scratch the 
surface� They’re every project manager’s toolkit for reacting to 
the unexpected�

But here’s the twist: even if you’re a virtuoso at project planning, 
your schedule will never be flawless� You can certainly improve 
it, but perfection is a fantasy� The real game-changer? Flexibility 
during execution� Your grand plan could be a masterpiece, but 
it’s like wielding a sword with a cracked blade if you’re not agile 
when it counts� If you’re chasing a deadline in the rearview 
mirror, a fresh plan won’t magically fast-forward time�

Let’s agree: building the perfect plan is a lofty goal, not a realistic 
one� The question is, when do you sound the alarm? How do 
you steer your ship away from the rocks when the storm hits?

To identify the reasons for this wide range and dearth of high 
performers, consider what stakeholders believe are the core 
drivers of project success� 4

executives, those commissioning projects, believe that detailed 
planning, leadership skills, and stakeholder engagement are 
critical� Meanwhile, project managers, those doing projects, 
believe that improved planning, enhanced maturity, better 
executive sponsorship, well-defined goals, and minimal scope 
changes are critical�

4 PriceWaterhouseCoopers� (2012)� Insights and Trends: Current Portfolio, 
Programme, and Project Management Practices�
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Figure 1� Successful Project Completions

every executive and project manager agrees that effective 
project delivery is critical for a high-performing organization� 
However, there is a wide range of success in project performance 
(see Figure 1), with low-performing organizations performing 
nearly 12 times worse than high-performing� Further, there 
are relatively few high performers overall�5 Late projects are 
commonplace�

Living in the Past

In many projects, reporting progress is a substitute for moving 
forward� You must understand where you are relative to where 
you’re going, but reporting completions is not a substitute for 
managing�

If your team lives in the past, they’ll spend considerable time 
reporting “progress”; percent completed and why jobs are late� 
They’re a little stuck, working to understand where they are in 
the project� The project team is focused on sorting out which 

5 accenture� (2014)� Developing Strategies for the effective Delivery of Capital 
Projects�
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tasks are complete and negotiating which jobs have the highest 
priority� They’re not looking forward, and project progress 
reflects it�

You won’t get to your destination looking through the rearview 
mirror�

Check out this video to learn how to improve the collaboration 
that drives results�

Working on the Project Part Time

Often, the only person on the project is the project manager� 
She is the only one accountable for the outcomes of the project� 
She then spends her time on enrollment and buy-in activities 
rather than the core task of moving the project ahead� It happens 
so frequently that a section of the project management body of 
knowledge is devoted to stakeholder management�

When project team members have conflicting goals, they 
cannot fully engage with the project’s work; they may even make 
decisions that make completing it more difficult� You see this 
often with centralized functions like purchasing� Your project 
needs and priorities are only one factor in their activity� They 
don’t respond to questions quickly, don’t come to meetings, and 
are not working in sync with the rest of the team to move the 
project forward� Your project is one of many job priorities, not 
the highest one�

To win, everyone on the team must have the same goal�

Check out this video to learn how to unite your team with shared 
goals�

https://vimeo.com/114710038
https://vimeo.com/106351985
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Frequently Changing Task Priorities

The project team members have difficulty determining which 
tasks should have the highest priority� Job priorities shift from 
day to day, week to week� There is no central authority to set 
priorities, and resources will respond to the latest communication 
from a customer, friend, or boss� They’ll constantly switch jobs – 
changing priorities for the resources (people) doing the project’s 
work�

Priority shifting breeds multitasking, the number one killer of 
productivity� When priorities change, it adds more work to the 
project� That additional time is never in the schedule, so the 
project loses time, and resource productivity declines� Inevitably, 
the project becomes late�

Check out this video to learn more about this symptom and 
what you can do about it,

Wandering Bottlenecks�

The project always needs more resources to complete the work at 
hand� Finding more resources is a constant battle� There’s never 
enough time or budget� It just seems that the right resources 
are not available when you need them� The team may feel like 
they’re playing project “Whack-a-Mole”�

Bottleneck resources limit the rate of project completion� If the 
bottleneck moves from one resource to another week to week or 
daily, it indicates a poor grasp of the resource requirements to 
complete the project�

https://vimeo.com/88757179
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The bottleneck is where you get leverage to go faster� If you don’t 
recognize it, you’re just spinning your wheels�

Check out this video to learn more about this symptom and 
what you can do�

Slow Response to Problems

Many projects have the “I sent an email, but have not gotten a 
response�” kind of problems� Yes, the different time zones are an 
issue� Yes, we get hundreds of emails daily, but a delayed response 
to a critical problem slows the entire project down�

a slow response to problems indicates a team that needs to be 
more engaged� They don’t understand the time-critical issues, 
who owns them, and what is required to resolve them�

The most significant component of project duration is waiting 
time� The more you wait, the longer the project takes – wait time 
is not built into the schedule�

https://vimeo.com/87228127
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Diagnose Your Project� Will You Be Late?

1 pt 2 pts 3 pts 4 pts 5 pts Score

Task priorities 
are set by 
multiple “hot 
lists”, local 
preferences, 
or calls from 
downstream 
customers

a formal 
priority control 
system exists 
but is used 
inconsistently

a transparent 
priority 
system is used 
to manage 
task/activity 
priorities

The priority 
control system 
has been in 
place for some 
time and 
effectively 
manages work 
priorities�

The priority 
system and its 
components are 
continuously 
refined

Many 
members 
of the team 
have their 
own agenda� 
There’s plenty 
of blame to 
go around!

Team members 
sometimes put 
their functional 
objectives over 
the project’s 
objectives�

The entire 
project team 
is clear on 
the project 
objectives 
and kPIs�

Project team 
members are 
using kPIs 
to identify 
project process 
problems 
and improve 
performance

Project Team 
members are 
using kPIs in 
continuous 
improvement 
efforts

Team 
members 
rarely work 
together 
to solve 
problems or 
accelerate 
the project�

Team members 
sometimes work 
together to 
solve problems 
or accelerate 
the project�

Team 
members 
routinely 
work together 
to solve 
problems or 
accelerate 
the project�

The project 
team follows 
a formalized 
process that 
governs how 
projects are 
executed�

The project 
team follows 
a formalized 
process that 
governs how 
all projects in 
the portfolio 
are executed�

The 
constraining 
operation, 
process step, 
or resource 
is unknown

There is 
awareness of 
the constraining 
operation or 
process step, 
but we do 
not manage 
it effectively

We know the 
constraining 
operation or 
process step 
and strategies 
are in place 
to increase its 
productivity

Utilization at 
the Constraint 
is tracked 
and reviewed 
regularly with 
an ongoing 
corrective 
action process

We place the 
Constraint 
in the system 
where it best 
suits us�



3-6 Oh yes� You will be late�

6-11 You will probably be late, but you might be able to pull it 
out at the last minute�

12-16 You have a good chance of finishing on time, but there are 
hidden risks�

17-20 Why are you reading this article? You’re in great shape�

experienced project managers and executives may still point 
to the plan or the assumptions behind the project plan� I have 
never worked on a recovery project where the project plan was 
acceptable or was even being used to drive the project� When 
turning around a troubled project, you’re looking for the most 
significant impactful actions you can take NOW to get things 
moving - leverage� In a recovery situation, you must focus on the 
most critical elements that will get your project back on track 
as quickly as possible� You can’t fix everything wrong; you must 
select the things that will give you the most significant results as 
fast as possible� Re-planning your project is an excuse to delay 
taking the necessary medicine to get things moving�





Unlock Success: A Blueprint to Revive Your Failing Project!

You started with the best of intentions. But somewhere along the way, 
things began falling apart. You lost focus, missed significant milestones, and 
eventually, things got horribly off track. 

Does that mean there's no hope for your project?
Of course not!

Presenting "Rescue Your Late Project" By Mark J Woeppel!

This game-changing project management planning book will help you unlock 
the key to the recovery of a failing project, ensuring all this effort is not lost. 

Packed with valuable information and actionable advice, this project recovery 
book will guide you through this challenging time, helping you avoid as many 
costly mistakes and mishaps as possible. 

From regaining your project control and managing your priorities to resetting 
your expectations and building a collaboration process, the author offers 
insightful information that will help you get things moving forward in the 
right direction. 

MARK WOEPPEL is a management consultant working to improve 
operations performance in project management and processes. He 
frequently writes on the subject of execution performance, having 
written three books and many other publications. With extensive 
experience in oil & gas, consumer products, IT, many manufacturing 
industries, Mark is a highly sought after subject matter expert in 

eCommerce Branding, project management, operations management, performance 
management, and continuous improvement. 

RESCUE YOUR LATE PROJECT
M

ARK J. W
OEPPEL
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